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Emergency Management Teams (EMTs) are important puzzle pieces in any attempt to successfully deal with the disasters of others. Even a brief look at the challenges such teams face during actual emergencies indicates the necessity of reflected experience as well as intensive training to make them work. Besides having highly elaborated functional divisions and well established Standard Operating Procedures the character of the processes, the work flow, the tone and register of verbal communication in many successful EMTs have surprised many observers.

Theoretically, concepts like heedful interaction, implicit coordination, or affiliation have been used to explain the success of this remarkably soft, friendly, and interpersonally cautious way of interaction even under the most stressful of circumstances. The talk will elaborate the concepts of heedful interaction and affiliation and discuss their importance in the larger context of psychological safety, uncertainty, and control. Some rather speculative comments will deal with the specific problems of culturally heterogeneous or even outright multinational EMTs.
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